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Abstract
For more than 20 years, precise point positioning (PPP) has been a well-established technique for carrier phase-based navi-
gation. Traditionally, it relies on precise orbit and clock products to achieve accuracies in the order of centimeters. With the 
modernization of legacy GNSS constellations and the introduction of new systems such as Galileo, a continued reduction in 
the signal-in-space range error (SISRE) can be observed. Supported by this fact, we analyze the feasibility and performance 
of PPP with broadcast ephemerides and observations of Galileo and GPS. Two different functional models for compensation 
of SISREs are assessed: process noise in the ambiguity states and the explicit estimation of a SISRE state for each channel. 
Tests performed with permanent reference stations show that the position can be estimated in kinematic conditions with an 
average three-dimensional (3D) root mean square (RMS) error of 29 cm for Galileo and 63 cm for GPS. Dual-constellation 
solutions can further improve the accuracy to 25 cm. Compared to standard algorithms without SISRE compensation, the 
proposed PPP approaches offer a 40% performance improvement for Galileo and 70% for GPS when working with broadcast 
ephemerides. An additional test with observations taken on a boat ride yielded 3D RMS accuracy of 39 cm for Galileo, 41 cm 
for GPS, and 27 cm for dual-constellation processing compared to a real-time kinematic reference solution. Compared to the 
use of process noise in the phase ambiguity estimation, the explicit estimation of SISRE states yields a slightly improved 
robustness and accuracy at the expense of increased algorithmic complexity. Overall, the test results demonstrate that the 
application of broadcast ephemerides in a PPP model is feasible with modern GNSS constellations and able to reach accura-
cies in the order of few decimeters when using proper SISRE compensation techniques.
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Introduction
Precise point positioning (PPP) has emerged more than two 
decades ago as an alternative method to differential carrier-
phase positioning (Malys and Jensen 1990; Zumberge et al. 
1997). While the differential real-time kinematic (RTK) 
approach relies on the elimination of measurement errors 
or nuisance parameters through differential positioning 
with respect to a real or virtual reference station, the PPP 
technique relies on accurate models and correction informa-
tion to achieve a similar positioning accuracy (Héroux et al. 
2004; Kouba and Héroux 2001).
Aiming at decimeter to centimeter level accuracy, both 
offline and real-time applications of PPP build on the use 
of the most accurate orbit and clock products. With limited 
exceptions (Gunning et al. 2019; Hadas et al. 2019), broad-
cast ephemerides have not been considered as a suitable 
option for PPP in view of their limited accuracy. However, 
two new GNSS constellations, Galileo and BeiDou-3, have 
advanced and are now close to or already in operational sta-
tus. They provide broadcast ephemerides with significantly 
smaller orbit and clock errors than the legacy systems. Gal-
ileo, in particular, has a global average root mean square 
(RMS) signal-in-space range error (SISRE) of only 20 cm, 
which is approximately a factor of three smaller than for 
GPS (Montenbruck et al. 2018). The main driver behind 
the low SISRE are frequent uploads of updated broadcast 
ephemerides to the Galileo satellites, together with the use 
of very precise passive hydrogen maser clocks through the 
entire constellation. Modernized and more stable clocks 
have also been deployed in the GPS constellation with the 
Block IIF satellites. Similar and even better clocks are also 
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used in the latest generation GPS III satellites, which prom-
ise a further decrease in the SISRE over the next years.
The low SISRE of Galileo makes this constellation 
already today the most promising candidate for PPP with 
broadcast ephemerides in applications aiming at accuracy 
from sub-meter to a few decimeters. The application of 
broadcast ephemerides in a PPP model appears of particular 
interest for real-time positioning, as it eliminates the depend-
ency on a PPP correction data stream.
To minimize the impact of broadcast ephemeris errors in 
PPP, we study two different strategies. Following an analysis 
of SISREs of GPS and Galileo to characterize the current 
quality of the respective broadcast ephemerides, the relevant 
algorithms are presented. Subsequently, practical tests with 
permanent reference stations are presented to assess the 
achievable accuracy of PPP with broadcast ephemerides. 
Furthermore, these are complemented by a boat test to dem-
onstrate the practical use of the method on a moving vehicle 
under realistic conditions.
Assessment of GPS and Galileo broadcast 
ephemeris errors
The achievable PPP accuracy with broadcast ephemeris 
(BCE) products mainly depends on the magnitude of orbit 
and clock errors in those products. For a comprehensive 
assessment of these errors, the SISRE is typically used as a 
metric (Montenbruck et al. 2018). A recent analysis yields 
SISRE RMS values of approximately 21 cm for Galileo 
and 35 cm for GPS Block IIF satellites (Wu et al. 2020). 
For a proper understanding of the PPP tests with perma-
nent reference stations described in the next section, a dedi-
cated SISRE analysis was performed for the entire month 
of December 2019, considering all healthy satellites in the 
GPS and Galileo constellation. GPS and Galileo broadcast 
ephemeris products from the International GNSS Service 
(IGS; Johnston et al. 2017) have been compared with precise 
products from the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe 
(CODE; Prange et al. 2020a, b). The results are depicted in 
Fig. 1, which shows the cumulative distribution of SISRE 
values for both constellations.
The plot confirms the finding that the Galileo constella-
tion exhibits significantly smaller broadcast orbit and clock 
offset errors compared to GPS. The RMS SISRE for Galileo 
reaches a value of only 12 cm during this time period, while 
GPS has an RMS SISRE of 50 cm. The 95th-percentile val-
ues are roughly twice as high and amount to 24 cm for Gali-
leo and 97 cm for GPS. The significantly lower errors for 
Galileo can be explained by the use of highly stable passive 
hydrogen maser clocks onboard most satellites, limiting the 
clock prediction error. Second, Galileo offers a much higher 
upload rate of the broadcast navigation data compared to 
GPS, which reduces orbit and clock extrapolation errors. It 
can be concluded from this analysis that the errors which 
need to be compensated by the additional SISRE parameter 
in the state vector have different magnitude for both constel-
lations and also have different temporal behavior. Therefore, 
different initial standard deviations, as well as process noise 
settings, must be used.
In addition to the SISRE values, the magnitude of orbit 
and clock offset discontinuities are relevant. The SISRE 
modeling in the Kalman filter assumes only small temporal 
variations within limits defined by the process noise. This 
assumption is, of course, violated when a handover of two 
consecutive batches of broadcast ephemeris sets happens. 
A change in the issue-of-data counter indicates such hando-
vers for ephemeris (IODE) or clock (IODC) in case of GPS 
or in the IODnav counter in case of Galileo. The modeled 
range from satellite- to receiver-antenna may be affected by a 
discontinuity in either the projected orbit onto the user line-
of-sight (LOS) vector or a discontinuity in the clock offset, 
or both. Depending on the magnitude of the discontinuity, 
it can either go unnoticed or lead to a rejection of meas-
urements, re-initializing the SISRE state after data quality 
control.
Orbit and clock offset discontinuities on handovers of 
consecutive broadcast ephemeris records have been ana-
lyzed for the same time period for all satellites of GPS and 
Galileo constellations. The discontinuities have been deter-
mined from the difference between the current and the pre-
vious broadcast ephemeris data evaluated at the epoch at 
which a new broadcast ephemeris set has become available. 
The clock discontinuities are simply the difference between 
Fig. 1  Cumulative distribution of SISRE values for GPS and Galileo 
for December 2019
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the clock offsets of the current and the previous broadcast 
ephemeris set. The orbit discontinuities are computed as the 
orbit difference between the current and the previous set 
mapped onto the LOS vector of a ground-based user at the 
worst user location (WUL) (Li et al. 2011). This user loca-
tion corresponds to the position on the earth, within the vis-
ibility area of a satellite, at which the discontinuity has the 
largest impact on the range between satellite and receiver. It 
thus yields a conservative assessment of the impact of orbit 
discontinuities.
The corresponding results are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, 
which show the frequency of occurrence of discontinuities of a 
certain size with a bin size of 5 cm. Figure 2 shows the statistics 
of orbit discontinuities. It can be observed that about 75% of all 
discontinuities for Galileo are less than 5.0 cm, whereas GPS 
is more often affected by larger values. The 95th-percentile is 
9.9 cm for Galileo and 48.7 cm for GPS. Similar to the overall 
SISRE, this difference can be explained by the shorter update 
interval of the orbit information onboard the Galileo satellites.
The statistics of the clock discontinuities are depicted in 
Fig. 3. Like the orbit, most of the clock discontinuities for Gali-
leo are smaller than 5.0 cm. Almost 85% of all discontinuities 
fall into this bin. A higher percentage of larger discontinuities 
is present for GPS. The 95th-percentile is 10.2 cm for Galileo 
and 26.7 cm for GPS. It should be noted that orbit and clock 
discontinuities exceeding 0.5 m are summarized in the right-
most bar. Only very few of these large discontinuities exist, 
which can reach magnitudes of a few meters.
All static and dynamic tests presented in our research are 
performed with a data interval of 30 s. At this time scale, the 
time variations in the clock errors are bigger than those of the 
orbit, dominating the rate of change. The consequence is that 
the time variation of the SISRE not only differs between con-
stellations but also between different satellites. Those with more 
stable clocks, such as the GPS IIF and GPS III rubidium clocks, 
and the Galileo hydrogen masers, are affected by a smaller vari-
ation of the clock error and need smaller process noise. Sat-
ellites with less stable clocks, such as the IIR rubidium and 
IIF cesium atomic frequency standards, require higher process 
noise to account for these variations. For simplicity, no satel-
lite-specific settings are applied in our tests. However, different 
process noise is assigned for the GPS and Galileo constellation 
to account for the fact that the GPS system has a larger percent-
age of satellites with higher clock noise, whereas Galileo uses 
predominantly highly stable passive hydrogen masers.
PPP algorithm description
The functional models of pseudorange and carrier-phase obser-
vations in PPP rely on using precise correction data or models 
to eliminate unknown terms in the measurement equations. As 
it is common practice, dual-frequency observation combina-
tions are used to remove the ionospheric delay up to first order. 
We start the derivation of the observation equation with these 
standard models for code and phase measurements (Kouba 
et al. 2017)
and





+ (T + dT) + e,
Fig. 2  Frequency of occurrence of 3D orbit discontinuities at the 
WUL for GPS and Galileo for December 2019
Fig. 3  Frequency of occurrence of clock offset discontinuities for 
GPS and Galileo for December 2019
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where p and  are the ionosphere-free combination of pseu-
dorange and carrier-phase measurements,  is the geometri-
cal range between the satellite’s and the receiver’s antenna 
reference points,  and  are the corrections for code and 
phase center offsets for transmitting and receiving antennas, 
c is the speed of light, dtr and dts are the receiver and satel-
lite clock offsets, T  is the modeled tropospheric delay, dT  is 
an additional, estimated tropospheric delay correction,  is 
the wavelength of the ionosphere-free combination, A is the 
float-valued ionosphere-free combination of carrier phase 
ambiguities,  is the carrier-phase wind-up, and where e and 
 are the combined noise and multipath errors for pseudor-
ange and carrier-phase. The user position coordinates xr , yr 
and zr are included in the geometric range
where xs , ys and zs are the coordinates of the satellite.
The observations are processed in a Kalman-filter, which 
estimates the position, receiver clock offset, and ambigui-
ties A0...An for n tracked satellites as part of the filter’s state 
vector















xr yr zr dtr dT A0...An
]
.
When computing dual-constellation solutions, a receiver 
clock offset for each constellation is estimated. The func-
tional model for pseudorange and carrier-phase observations 
in (1) and (2) and the state vector in (4) represent a typical 
formulation for PPP with float ambiguities and ionosphere-
free dual-frequency observations. It would normally be used 
with precise orbit and clock products, and the ambiguities 
are treated as constant parameters. The typical PPP meth-
odology is here referred to as PRE. The same formulation is 
also used in a second method, where precise orbit and clock 
products are replaced with broadcast ephemerides. This 
method does not include any strategy for SISRE compensa-
tion. It is here referred to as BCE.
For simplicity, no motion model is used, and all states 
are predicted as constants in the time update. For state vec-
tor components treated as random walk parameters, white 
process noise with variance q = 2
P
⋅ Δt∕P at a sampling 
interval Δt is used in most cases. For the clock offset, pro-
cess noise with a very large variance q = 2
P
 is applied irre-
spective of the filter step size. In this way, clock offsets are 
essentially estimated as free parameters at each epoch. The 
filter settings for the initial standard deviation 0 , process 
noise standard deviation P and time constant P are shown 
in Table 1.
As a first approach for SISRE compensation, named 
BCE1, we use the same model with broadcast orbits and 
clocks. In contrast to the standard PPP modeling, process 
Table 1  Kalman-filter noise 
settings for state vector elements
The initial standard deviation 
0
 and the standard deviation 
P
 and time constant 
P
 are listed for both pro-
cessing strategies. In method BCE1, the process noise is applied to the ambiguities, and in method BCE2, a 
dedicated SISRE state is used






1000 m 1000 µs 100 mm 10 m n/a
 
P
10 m 1000 µs 2 mm n/a n/a Precise
 
P




1000 m 1000 µs 100 mm 10 m n/a
 
P
10 m 1000 µs 2 mm n/a n/a Broadcast
 
P




1000 m 1000 µs 100 mm 10 m n/a
 
P
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noise is applied in our case to the ambiguities to account for 
variations of the SISRE over time. Any unmodeled biases, 
like the SISRE, would be partly compensated by the float 
ambiguities in the carrier phase model but essentially be 
neglected in the pseudorange model. This approach has 
earlier been suggested in Montenbruck and Ramos-Bosch 
(2008) for real-time orbit determination of earth orbiting 
satellites and found to be effective for the compensation of 
broadcast ephemeris errors in that application.
The second approach, named BCE2, is to include the pro-
jected orbit and clock errors as additional parameter s into 
the pseudorange and carrier-phase observation equations as 
suggested by Gunning et al. (2019)
and
The following parameters of (5) and (6) are now part of 
the filter’s state vector
where s0...sn are the projected SISRE values for n tracked 
satellites. In this approach, SISREs are explicitly estimated 
using a separate parameter for each tracked satellite and pro-
cess noise is applied to account for their temporal variations. 
The initial standard deviation for the SISRE parameters in 
Table 1 corresponds to the RMS value from the broadcast 
ephemerides assessment of Fig. 1.
The process noise values for methods BCE1 and BCE2 
were defined from the results of a sensitivity analysis. The 
basic assumption of such analysis is that there exists a value 
of the process noise that yields the best accuracy. This mini-
mum can, therefore, be selected as the best process noise. 
The same test case was thus repeated using different values 
for the process noise standard deviation, over a range from 0 





+ (T + dT) + s + e,
(6)





+ (T + dT) + s + (A + ) + .
(7)x =
[
xr yr zr dtr dT s0...sn A0...An
]
to 15 mm. The process noise was applied at a 30 s measure-
ment update interval. Observations from a pool of 11 sta-
tions, chosen from the IGS network and depicted in Fig. 4, 
were used to compute 24 h single-constellation solutions 
over a month (December 2019). The solution was computed 
in static conditions for both methods BCE1 and BCE2. The 
three-dimensional (3D) RMS position errors were averaged 
over all tests to obtain a single accuracy metric for each 
process noise value. The sensitivity analysis was performed 
separately for BCE1 and BCE2 and for both constellations 
to obtain a process noise value for each case. The results are 
depicted in Fig. 5.
For Galileo, the process noise values for which the min-
ima are reached correspond to 1 mm (BCE1) and 3 mm 
(BCE2), while for GPS, the minima are found at 3 mm 
(BCE1) and 10 mm (BCE2). This is in line with the fact 
that Galileo is characterized by a smaller overall SISRE than 
GPS. The results indicate that the BCE2 method is not very 
sensitive to process noise for both constellations. However, 
the pronounced dips around the minima indicate high sensi-
tivity to the process noise for BCE1. The figure also denotes 
how the absence of process noise causes an important dete-
rioration of the position accuracy.
The estimated receiver position is corrected for by the 
displacement due to solid Earth tides and pole tides follow-
ing the IERS 2010 conventions (Petit and Luzum 2010). 
Furthermore, an eccentricity correction accounting for the 
offset between antenna reference point and marker position 
is applied when necessary. In case, the clock reference sig-
nals of the broadcast or precise clock product differ from that 
of the pseudorange observations processed in the PPP, and 
the corresponding differential code bias (DCB) corrections 
are applied. Precise clock products from the International 
GNSS Service (IGS; Johnston et al. 2017) typically refer to 
the L1 and P(Y)-code for GPS and the E1 and E5a signals 
for Galileo. In the case of broadcast ephemerides, the clock 
offsets refer to the same signals for GPS but can refer to 
either E1 and E5a for FNAV messages or E1 and E5b for 
Fig. 4  Map with the locations 
of the IGS stations used for the 
IGS monitoring stations tests
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INAV. The Galileo FNAV messages have been used exclu-
sively for all analyses in this paper. The satellite clock offsets 
are furthermore corrected for periodic effects of special and 
general relativity, and the modeled range is corrected for the 
Shapiro effect (Ashby 2003).
The satellite position is corrected for the rotation of the 
earth during signal flight time, also known as the Sagnac 
effect (Enge and Mira 2006). The algorithm uses the global 
mapping function (GMF, Boehm et al. 2006) with atmos-
pheric parameters based on the global pressure and tempera-
ture (GPT) model (Boehm et al. 2007). An additional tropo-
spheric correction is estimated based on the non-hydrostatic 
mapping function of the GMF model. Antenna phase-center 
offsets and phase variations are modeled using the igs14.
atx offsets and patterns (Rebischung and Schmid 2016). In 
accordance with the current MGEX practice, GPS L1/L2 
calibrations are used in place of missing Galileo E1/E5a. In 
the case of PPP with precise products, the corrections are 
applied for transmitter and receiver antennas. For broadcast 
ephemerides, in contrast, no satellite antenna offset needs 
to be applied, since broadcast orbits are already referred to 
the satellites’ antenna reference point rather than the center 
of mass. Finally, the carrier-phase wind-up effect is mod-
eled using satellite-type dependent attitude models for the 
different generations of satellites. GPS Block IIA/IIR satel-
lites were modeled according to Kouba (2009), while Block 
IIF was modeled according to Dilssner (2010). Galileo was 
instead modeled following GSC (2019, Sect. 3.1.1.) for IOV 
satellites and GSC (2019, Sect. 3.1.2) for FOV satellites.
The ionospheric-free combinations of pseudorange and 
carrier phase observations are processed in the measurement 
update. An elevation-dependent weighting function is used 
for both observation types. An elevation cut-off angle of 10° 
is used. The assumed measurement standard deviations are 
summarized in Table 2. The individual values have been 
chosen based on the average measurement residuals over the 
set of stations used in the test case.
For the test performed with IGS monitoring stations, 
daily observation data at 30 s sampling and correspond-
ing broadcast ephemerides received by the permanent 
reference station data were obtained from the IGS in the 
receiver independent exchange format (RINEX). For the 
PRE test, CODE Final MGEX precise ephemeris products 
(Prange et al. 2020a, b) with 5 min orbit step size and 
30 s clock sampling were used. The respective clock solu-
tions are referenced to semi-codeless L1/L2 P-code signal 
tracking, identified by RINEX observation codes C1W and 
C2W, for GPS and E1/E5a pilot tracking, identified as C1C 
and C1W, for Galileo. For DCBs, the daily products pro-
vided by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) were 
used (Wang et al. 2016). For all other tests, LNAV broad-
cast ephemerides of GPS and FNAV of Galileo were used. 
The IGS weekly global solutions for the station positions 
were used as a reference against which the 24 h solutions 
were compared.
PPP results
The models described in this study were characterized by a 
series of tests. The algorithm was applied to a series of dif-
ferent cases in terms of location, time, and conditions. Data 
Fig. 5  Sensitivity of 3D RMS 
position error on process noise 
at 30 s update steps for GPS-
only and Galileo-only static PPP 
solutions
Table 2  Overview of observation standard deviations for Kalman fil-
ter update
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from a pool of IGS stations over multiple days were used for 
the tests. These analyses are described in the following sub-
section. A kinematic boat test was performed with a receiver 
on a motorboat on Lake Ammer, in southern Bavaria. The 
data were processed a-posteriori, and the results of this test 
are described in the second sub-section.
Tests with IGS monitoring stations
The first part of the study focuses on a series of tests that 
were carried out using stations and data from the IGS net-
work, given their high availability in terms of time and geo-
graphic locations. The set of 11 stations chosen for the anal-
yses is depicted in Fig. 4. All tests are based on a month of 
observations and ephemeris data covering December 2019. 
The same data have been used to compute 24-h solutions 
with the four different methods listed in Table 1. All tests 
were performed in both static and kinematic mode, even 
though the reference station antenna positions were static.
In order to characterize the capabilities of Galileo and 
GPS, single-constellation solutions were computed for each 
system. Along with those, dual-constellation GPS + Gali-
leo solutions were also estimated. This gives the possibil-
ity to study the application of our approach to multi-GNSS 
positioning, along with the effects that a larger amount of 
tracked satellites can have on the accuracy. This is par-
ticularly relevant for Galileo, for which, in certain situa-
tions, only a reduced number of healthy satellites could be 
tracked simultaneously in the test period. When computing 
the statistics of each solution, the first 120 epochs, i.e., one 
hour, were removed to exclude the convergence phase of 
the Kalman filter. For each set of tests with similar condi-
tions, the RMS position errors were averaged to obtain a 
single value that characterizes the test. Solutions that showed 
noticeable deviations from the main observed distribution 
were removed from the statistics. Tables 3 and 4 list the 
results of the four different methods for static and kinematic 
conditions, respectively. Along with the three-dimensional 
RMS, the horizontal two-dimensional (RM) and the verti-
cal RMS are shown, giving the possibility to assess the two 
separately. The 3D RMS position error statistics of the sta-
tions are depicted in Fig. 6 for the static case and Fig. 7 for 
the kinematic case with a box-and-whiskers diagram. The 
results of the test with precise products have been omitted 
in the figures because their small size made a visual com-
parison difficult.   
The tests with precise products, yielding a horizontal 
accuracy in the order of 1 cm for static and 3 cm for kin-
ematic conditions, demonstrate the validity of the employed 
PPP models and algorithm. The values are very similar for 
all three system cases, with only subtle differences that are 
mostly due to the number of satellites available for each 
case.
When it comes to the three solutions with broadcast 
ephemerides, the results indicate that GPS has the worst 
performance in all cases. This confirms the expectations, 
given the larger SISRE for GPS. The Galileo-only and the 
dual-constellation solutions, on the other hand, show better 
accuracy and similar behavior between them. These facts 
already indicate that the dual-constellation case seems to be 
able to bring together the robustness of GPS in terms of the 
Table 3  Positioning 
performance for IGS monitoring 
stations in static mode
Test Average RMS position errors (cm)
Galileo GPS GPS + Galileo
Up 2D 3D Up 2D 3D Up 2D 3D
PRE 1.4 0.9 1.8 1.1 0.8 1.5 1.1 0.7 1.4
BCE 11.6 10.5 17.0 27.5 34.8 48.2 11.2 10.2 16.6
BCE1 8.0 7.6 11.6 15.4 18.1 24.6 7.7 8.1 12.0
BCE2 7.6 7.5 11.1 15.5 18.3 25.3 6.9 7.2 10.3
Table 4  Positioning 
performance for IGS monitoring 
stations in kinematic mode
Test Average RMS Position Errors (cm)
Galileo GPS GPS + Galileo
Up 2D 3D Up 2D 3D Up 2D 3D
PRE 4.5 2.7 5.5 3.4 2.0 4.0 2.7 1.3 3.0
BCE 44.9 31.0 56.6 143.9 104.8 178.9 46.2 33.3 58.4
BCE1 24.3 16.3 28.9 49.3 38.0 62.9 20.2 14.1 25.1
BCE2 24.9 18.5 31.7 48.0 40.0 63.3 19.6 14.6 24.5
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number of satellites and the smaller SISRE which character-
izes the modern Galileo.
The two methods applying a SISRE compensation tech-
nique, BCE1 and BCE2, yield similar results. In both single-
constellation solutions, the 3D RMS values are within 5% of 
each other and within 15% in the dual-constellation case. In 
every case, the improvement compared to BCE is substan-
tial, from a minimum of 35% for Galileo up to 50% for GPS. 
The achievable 3D accuracy is in the order of 10 cm for 
Galileo and dual-constellation and 25 cm for GPS. The hori-
zontal 2D accuracy is as small as 7 cm for Galileo and 18 cm 
for GPS. As a way of example, the 24-h coordinates time 
series obtained with the four different methods in static con-
ditions are depicted together in Fig. 8 for a selected station. 
It is possible to observe how the SISREs induce a deviation 
from the reference position in BCE, and how this deviation 
is mitigated in BCE1 and BCE2. The effect is particularly 
noticeable in the East and Up component.
A method comparable to BCE was used in Hadas et al. 
(2019), obtaining an accuracy that compared to our results 
is up to 40% better for Galileo and up to 50% for GPS. The 
reason for this difference is attributed to the different filter 
settings and mostly to the smaller cut-off angle, which is 5° 
in the mentioned work and 10° in ours. However, the same 
results show an accuracy similar to that found with BCE1 
and BCE2, suggesting that SISRE compensation techniques 
can counteract the adverse effects of a higher cut-off angle.
Fig. 6  Accuracy (in terms of 
3D RMS position error) for the 
different tests in static mode, 
divided by station. The three 
horizontal lines of the colored 
rectangles represent the first, 
second and third quartile of the 
distribution. The vertical lines 
extend to the maximum and 
minimum value. Outliers are not 
plotted
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The results yield a similar picture in kinematic condi-
tions, where all three constellation cases show similar 
behavior with all methods. Both BCE1 and BCE2 bring a 
marked improvement with respect to BCE and are charac-
terized by similar accuracies. For the Galileo-only and the 
dual-constellation cases, the proposed strategies reach a 3D 
RMS position error within 30 cm and a horizontal one below 
20 cm. GPS shows values that are roughly twice as big. In 
kinematic conditions, compensating the SISRE with either 
model improves the solution with respect to the BCE model 
by 50% for Galileo and dual-constellation and by 65% for 
GPS. Like it is the case for the static tests, the best accura-
cies show one order of magnitude difference compared to the 
standard PPP approach. For kinematic conditions as well, 
the 24-h coordinates time series of the different solutions 
are depicted in Fig. 9 for a selected station. In this case, as 
well, it can be observed how the amplitude of the deviation 
from the reference position is much bigger for BCE and for 
the other two approaches with broadcast ephemerides. In 
particular, the last few hours of the solution depict a sudden 
deterioration of the BCE solution, which cannot be observed 
for BCE1 and BCE2.
In kinematic conditions, the difference between the 
results found with BCE and those from Hadas et al. (2019) 
increases. In particular, the BCE GPS-only solution of 
Table 4 if worse by a factor of four. The difference is attrib-
uted to the different filter settings, mainly to the cut-off 
angle. As in the static case, the improvement brought by 
the compensation techniques in BCE1 and BCE2 bring 
the values close together. In the Galileo-only solution of 
Table 4, the 2D RMS position error is actually almost 40% 
smaller than Hadas, while for GPS the same value is roughly 
20% bigger.
Test with kinematic boat measurements
One of the reasons why PPP is such an attractive approach is 
the ability to perform absolute positioning with an accuracy 
that is virtually independent of the location. Since the pro-
posed strategies aim at understanding the capabilities of PPP 
when precise ephemerides are not available, the studying of 
a real-life kinematic scenario is of particular interest to us. 
On September 11, 2019, a motorboat was driven on Lake 
Ammer, in southern Bavaria, to record GNSS observations 
on a moving vehicle for a period of 1 h and 20 min. Dual-
frequency measurements of GPS (L1 + L2 P(Y)) and Galileo 
(E1/E5a) were collected with an AsteRx SB receiver con-
nected to a Trimble Zephyr 3 Geodetic antenna. The setup 
is depicted in Fig. 10. In addition to the observations, the 
receiver recorded an RTK solution, which was later used 
as a reference for assessing the accuracy of the different 
approaches. The RTK reference antenna, located at the DLR 
site in Oberpfaffenhofen, was at a distance of approximately 
15 km.
The methods used for the boat tests are the same four 
listed in Table 1 and used in the previous analysis. Similar 
to the tests with IGS monitoring stations, one dual-constel-
lation (Galileo + GPS) solution and one single-constellation 
solution for each system were computed. The tests were per-
formed in kinematic mode. In these boat tests, the filter was 
updated at 1 s steps. Given the short period of the test of 
less than 1.5 h, this was necessary to increase the number 
of epochs processed. The first 5 min of data were removed 
from the statistics.
The results, divided in vertical, 2D horizontal and 3D 
RMS position errors, are listed in Table 5. Compared to the 
kinematic solutions of Table 4, the standard PPP solutions 
show a deterioration by a factor of five for all cases. A deg-
radation is expected given the less rigorous conditions of the 
boat test compared to those of the monitoring stations, like 
strong multipath due to surrounding water.
Concerning the BCE case, the accuracy obtained in the 
boat tests is in line with the accuracies obtained with indi-
vidual IGS monitoring stations. GPS is once more charac-
terized by the worst 3D accuracy, in the order of 1 m in 
this case. Galileo yields the best accuracy of 0.5 m, while 
the large SISRE of GPS causes the dual-constellation solu-
tion to fall between the two single-constellation cases. The 
coordinates time series of the dual-constellation solutions 
are depicted in Fig. 11, where it can be observed how the 
East component causes an important deterioration of the 
horizontal 2D accuracy. The solution with precise orbit and 
Fig. 7  Time evolution of the position error projected on the three 
components East (dE), North (dN) and Up (dU) for the four process-
ing variants on December 3, 2019 for station CHOF. The Galileo-
only solution in static conditions is shown
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clock products seems to be affected as well, unlike BCE1 
and BCE2. It should be noted that the gaps in the solution 
reflect interruptions of the RTK reference position and not 
of any of the post-processed solutions.
The two proposed approaches show similar accuracies 
in all three cases, with 3D RMS values within 10% of each 
other for Galileo and dual-constellation, and within 20% for 
GPS. Compared to BCE, the improvement brought by the 
SISRE compensation techniques is up to 30% for Galileo, 
and 60% for GPS and dual-constellation. Overall, BCE1 and 
BCE2 show a 2D horizontal accuracy in the order of 30 cm, 
20 cm and 10 cm for GPS, Galileo, and dual-constellation, 
respectively.
Summary and Conclusions
Among the current GNSSs, the European Galileo system 
is characterized by the best broadcast ephemerides, with 
a typical SISRE of one to two decimeters. This accuracy 
suggests the possibility of performing precise point posi-
tioning (PPP) without the need for precise orbit and clock 
Fig. 8  Accuracy (in terms of 3D 
RMS position error) for the dif-
ferent tests in kinematic mode, 
divided by station. The three 
horizontal lines of the colored 
rectangles represent the first, 
second and third quartile of the 
distribution. The vertical lines 
extend to the maximum and 
minimum value. Outliers are not 
plotted
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products or additional real-time corrections. Our study 
assesses two functional models as strategies for perform-
ing PPP with broadcast ephemerides in Kalman-filter-
based algorithms. The first approach lumps unmodeled 
orbit and clock errors within the float ambiguities states, 
adding proper process noise to allow for the time varia-
tion of these errors. On the other hand, the second model 
introduces a dedicated SISRE parameter in the observation 
equations and filter states. Here, process noise is applied to 
the SISRE state instead of the float ambiguities.
Compensation of SISRE in the two models allows for a 
reduction in positioning errors by 40–70% when working 
with broadcast ephemerides compared to established PPP 
algorithms. In general, the improvement is most pronounced 
for constellations characterized by larger SISRE values and 
for positioning performed in kinematic conditions. Among 
the two methods for SISRE compensation considered here, 
the use of process noise in ambiguity states allows for a 
particularly simple implementation. On the other hand, the 
explicit incorporation of SISRE states in the estimation vec-
tor shows slightly better performance and robustness.
Overall, positioning errors at the few-decimeter level 
could be achieved in kinematic PPP solutions with broad-
cast ephemerides in our study. As expected from the very 
low SISRE values of Galileo broadcast ephemerides, the 
use of Galileo offers the best performance with horizontal 
errors of down to 0.2 m and 3D position errors of 0.3–0.4 m. 
Roughly two times larger errors were obtained in GPS-only 
processing of a globally distributed IGS monitoring station 
set. Dual-constellation solutions achieve similar accuracy as 
Galileo-only solutions but offer increased robustness due to 
the larger number of tracked satellites.
The tests demonstrate that applying broadcast ephemer-
ides to a PPP model is a viable approach for positioning 
with dual-frequency code and phase observations. While not 
competitive with established PPP concepts based on pre-
cise ephemerides or real-time correction data, it can still 
offer a ten-times accuracy improvement over code-based 
single-point positioning (SPP). This makes PPP with broad-
cast ephemerides an interesting alternative for applications 
Fig. 9  Time evolution of the position error projected on the three 
components East (dE), North (dN) and Up (dU) for the four process-
ing variants on December 3, 2019 for station CHOF. The Galileo-
only solution in kinematic conditions is shown
Fig. 10  Picture of the Trimble Zephyr 3 Geodetic antenna used for 
recording the observation during the test at the Lake Ammer (south-
ern Bavaria)
Table 5  Accuracy results of the 
tests performed with the boat 
data
Test RMS position error (cm)
Galileo GPS GPS + Galileo
Up 2D 3D Up 2D 3D Up 2D 3D
PRE 17.9 14.9 23.3 20.0 14.5 24.7 9.8 12.5 15.9
BCE 48.9 21.9 53.6 46.2 98.1 108.4 17.4 65.0 67.3
BCE1 36.6 20.5 42.0 42.1 31.2 52.4 28.3 11.2 30.4
BCE2 35.4 16.1 38.9 32.9 24.7 41.2 24.5 11.7 27.2
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aiming at sub-meter accuracies such as personal navigation 
or traffic management. Similar to SPP, PPP with broadcast 
ephemerides can be performed in real-time with exclusive 
use of data transmitted by the GNSS satellites themselves 
and does not require access to external correction services.
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